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Dear Hark, 1/14/85 
The en banc petition I filed is a retyped rough draft. For the third your 

straight I have a bronchial infection, now in its third week, and my wife also 
is unwell, both of us not knowing a night's sleep. I was afraid that if I dia 
not file it when I did I might not be able to file anything. Thus far none of 
the many complication: of the past years, snd while after getting four Wninterrupted 
hours of sleep Saturday night I was optimistic, the nights since have ended that 
optimism. The junk in the chest that accunwlated days came up nights. “hus, and 
because I inust take the nev; nedication at least an hour before eating I am up a 
bit eearliter and get to what I thought about earlier when I was coughing my 
head off. 

When I was completiny the draft of the petition and immediately after I 
filed it I received three batches of V'ZI materials that had been released to 
hark Allen, whose request relates to what the I's+ provided to the House Select 
Committee on Assassination. as I read that I had in wind my usual pfactise, 
writing hin and Yim Lesar, who represents him, about what I regard as significant 
material in it. I wade copies of thosefew records and then wrote. It is while I 
was foing that the last two days that I cane to realize that these excerpts are 
ideally suited to two pimposes, defending; Earl Warren malting real points in 
the case for which I wrote the petition, If I were a Callrence Darrow, a real 

orator, I would not need a better basis far an elogunut lawyer'g eloquence, 
- ie 

The FBI says that it had an adversary yelationghip with the Warren Comission, 
whose investivative arm it was; that Moover blovked” the appointment of Warren's 
¢ as Warren's general counsel, the man who ran the commission and its so- 
Called investigation anil tavedbe, its Report; that the FBI's assistant director 
in charge of bhe vestigativ ivision just sat around and waited for evidence 
to fall into his pocket; that after the Heport was out the FI prepared dossiers 
on its staff; and the most svrious othe) stuff some of ihich I'll cone to as more 
directly relevant in wy suit. Records of the Chuch comsittee that are included 
reveal that l'3I Sas told that committee that ye Were Listructed not to investi- 
gate the assassination, merely to nuke it look Ice Oswald was the lone assassin, 
the FLI's immediate decision (amply revlected in other records I have and are in 
the case record) and what anounts to Fol aduaission of its deliberate dishonesty 
involving Sa Hosty, whose search slip, you nay recall, was and remained blank, 

Renember that Sa Phillips attested that they could find nothing under the 
“aritics?" «id I swore that he lied and how they could and vould, even that I. had 
provided some correct file identifications, nase and nuber? One of the entries 
in what is apparently an Fl ticker - and I'd be surprised if in one of your 
cases they hadn't used their stock lie, used in wy case in question, that they teklers 
ave toutihely destroyed in a mouth or so - they utill had them and one discloses 
that they prepured "sex dossiers" on the critics, the #sI's own word. : 

‘Mother record, with specific refercuce to she Dallas agents who filed the 
report, twice says that Osvald had been contacted by the "VD" and had discussed 
this with those agents! (While I an skeptical of this representation of what he 
Said, what a scandal not to have reported this to the President, for whou its first 
(5 volune!) xr. ‘port waspreprared, or to the Couuwission, or to the people!) It gertainly 
Was not disclose! to ne in this litigation. 

In sutmarizing the results of the Inspector General's a 
disclosed to me, ther: wih + wa certain I'd reuenber if it had been included, 
that Sa Joe J. eearce, Dalles, suid that Owald an iiutormer or source for HA 
Hosty. A@he existence of volevant and withheld scvords on ituby un a PUI is also 
revealed. hey ev not provided and L knew they lial to exist und so attested and 
appealed. appeal, yas, an aside. Do you recall all that TP alleged and that 

      

    
       

  



I attested that *hillips lied about, that the PUI hes r-cordings o! the Dallas 

police broadvasts? Well, they finally vot around to that a peal and have found 
what they reler to as the originals and I'n sure are not, I regurd this, among 
other things as proof positive of both a refus.1 to search and of perjury. 

The entire PUI imew, Dallas and FUT, that Oswald hat left a note for Hosty 

before the assassination thxt Mosty destroyed after the assassination. to a degree 
this was leaked in 1975, causing the IC's so-valled investigation. In fact it 
is a rather heavy-handed coverup that could be heavyhanded because they expected 

perpetual secrecy. (Itt the end they told the committees to exaitine those records 

at PRIH. while they disclosed copids to ue) Those who did not lie in the IG 
investigation - and one of these FUINQ high-level records stutes explicitly that 
some did lie - described that note as a threat to bomb or blow up Fully and the 

police headquarters. Yet the Ful's story about why it never told the police 
about Oswald's presence is that it had no reason to believe he was capable of 

any violence. Hosty, who received that threat, swore the official no-violence 

line to the Commission - and was personally praised for his tdstimony by Hoover, 

who had discilpined him once and did again as soon as the FBI saw proofs of the 

Commission's Report. One of the ticklers reports that this thréatening note 
destruction after the essassination was "handled" at FBIH. the very day Oswald 
was killed. And none never reported by it to the President or Commission. And 
all relevant in this litightion. 

Also relevant and lied about is my allegation that assassinution records 
were hidden by filing and that Hosty assassination-related reports were hidden 

in his personnel file, which the "SI denied. I'd veuil this in one of the records, 
but not in these precise words, ol course, I gave vven the correct Fully file 

number for duplicates to be located there. Vell, it turns out that these records 
just disclosed to Allen have a letter.to Director kelley by Uosty hinself. Hosty 

reports that he had had access to his personnel file, that such info is there, and 
that it had been siutificantly altered after he hinded it in. He gave even the 

serial number, somethiiuy like 157, which indicates that it was not the thinnest 

file. (When he was transferred to Kansas “ity the file went with him and I do not 

Imow whether copies were retained in Dallas, but it would be surprising if all 
references to the content ov that kind of report disappeared from Dallas. 4nd the 

record of transfer would certainly be retained. 4nd the copies in the FulHp file 
were not transferred. 

Now all of this and perhaps more 1 do not remember now (i've been away for 
my bloodtesting, had my waliciny therapy and am about to lexve for another medical 

apvointnent) , all that was ae oe by Phillips in the Loregoing, was, in fact, 

collected and in his ver the very +ine he was sue s: to all those 
ies! That division handled one mori provided to USCA, which then was active. 

What to do with this, and perhaps more I've not yet received? I presume that 
it qualifies as "new evidence given the fact that the i2 did not provide it to... 

Allen until about the first of the yeur and I yot it about 10 days later, I pregjse 

also that normally this would be presented as "new evidence" to the district court. 

But I am hoping that there nay be sone proper, if not everyday, means of getting 

it before the apveals court. I have been somewhat aware of the vigor of some of 
what the traditionalists have been saying about the political activists. In fact, 

On Yaturday, I presuue becausex he yanted me to be aware of the mind-bent of the 
activists, I got from Jim a’ Law Day" version of an en banc decision in a case 

involving the military and homosexuals. I therefore would like to believe that 

if any o: them read it the traditionalists would welcowe the kind of basic stuff 

in wy potition and what it reflects about the activists. and that vag ee kind of 

new intoruation, con!irming what I had attested to ~e® that the Puy, al 

reflecting that discovery was not necessary and was for ulterior purposes, a. to



which, and again without refutation, I had attested. Which, in fact, the panel 
went out of its way to say is entirely improper and isn't sanctioned when the 
case record was unrefuted that it was what the panel sid it wasn't. To try to 
simplify this, and not to downplay the importance of legal considerations, I 
think that'this represents the most powerful kind of factual exposure of what 
the activists did. and thus might be welcomed by the tradit;, tpt judges, 
or I think I can say fairly, real judges. (At least two of Le "Game Brom the 
“epartment of Justice.) 

Because of the continuing conflict I do not believe that Jin can counsel me 
on this, although he may have seen it for hinself in what I sent him and “len, 
with separate copies of the underlying records. 

4s you are aware, as soon as I read the decision and before I put anything 
else on paper I wrote detaching you from what I had in mind, even before I'd 
thought through what I would do. I also deta:hed you in the petition as filed. 
4nd I am not now trying to entice you into any kind of involvement that could 
in any vay compromise you or that you could conceive as possibly doing this. 
But at the sume time I've heard nothing at all from you, so I am completely in 
the dark about what you think about anything, even the decision itself. 

If you can't or do not want to have anything to do with this, perhaps you 
know a lawyer who at the least might have soue interest in Warren's reputation 
-and how this would relieve some of what the post-Commission disclosures have 
done to it. I huve met only two of the Commission's counsel, one of the far 
right, no#, two, but both are far away. (Belin, wu real nut, and Idiebeler, both 
of whom I'¥e debated.) I once met and debated, and probably silenced forever on 
this subject, Howard Willens. I hive heard that Shaffer and Stern are in practise 
in Washington but do not know if this is true. What I am suggesting is that 
the Commission's former counsel also have reputations involved, expecially those 
who took depositions and drafted sections of the report. But I have no way of 
knowing what they think or would do or evem where they ure. 

I would like to hear from you as soon us possible. I will not be home 
Thursday for at least the morning because I an a State witness in s local case 
and will go to the prosecttor's office directly from the lab after my blood— 
test. (FYI, right now there is some possibility of internal hemorrhaging because 
of the fact that the antibiotic potentiates or onlunces or wagnifies the efrect 
of the anticoagulent.) But with any kind of luck I slMould be home by efter 
lunch. 

We have never discussed the assassination, its investigation or your views 
on either and I do not know what you know or believe and do not need to. But I 
do think it is apparent that what I report above is by any standard, pretty 
raunchy stuff, more so when the subject matter is that most subversive of 

crimes, the assassination of a President, and what the FbI did - and did not- 
do in its own investigations, in those it conducted for the Commission, and 
in its personal acts at all levegis, fron field clurks to the Director himself. 

Best, wYshes,    

Harold Weisberg


